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Pulse Broadening in Quantum-Dot
Mode-Locked Semiconductor Lasers:

Simulation, Analysis, and Experiments
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Dieter Bimberg, Fellow, IEEE

Abstract— We consider a mode-locked (ML) quantum-dot
(QD) edge-emitting semiconductor laser consisting of a reverse-
biased saturable absorber and a forward-biased amplifying sec-
tion. To describe the dynamics of this laser, we use the traveling
wave model taking into account carrier exchange processes
between a reservoir and the QDs. A comprehensive parameter
study is presented and an analysis of mode-locking pulse broad-
ening with an increase of injection current is performed. The
results of our theoretical analysis are supported by experimental
data demonstrating a strong pulse asymmetry in a monolithic
two-section QD laser.

Index Terms— Mode-locking, pulse broadening, quantum dots,
saturable absorber, semiconductor laser, trailing edge.

I. INTRODUCTION

SEMICONDUCTOR lasers based on self-assembled quan-
tum dots (QD) [1], [2] attract significant attention due

to their improved modulation bandwidth as well as reduced
threshold current [3], [4], pulse intensity noise, chirp [5], tem-
perature [6], and feedback sensitivity [7], [8] at telecom wave-
lengths. The advantages of a QD material can be exploited in
multi-section mode-locked (ML) lasers which generate stable
high intensity picosecond and even sub-picosecond pulses at
high repetition rates [9]–[11].

A realistic modeling of QD lasers should take into account
carrier exchange processes between a carrier reservoir (CR)
and discrete levels in quantum dots. Recently proposed models
based on rate equations for QD lasers operating in a continuous
wave (CW) regime [12], [13] and delay differential equations
(DDE) [14], [15] for QD ML lasers [16] demonstrate a
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qualitative agreement with some experimental observations.
However, these models either neglect spatial distributions
of carriers and electric field amplitudes (rate equations), or
assume unidirectional lasing in a ring cavity (DDE models).
In order to overcome these limitations, we incorporate the
carrier exchange rate equations for a QD material (see, e.g.,
Refs. [17], [18]) into the traveling wave (TW) laser model [19]
that takes into account such important features of a ML laser as
spatial non-uniformity of laser parameters and spatio-temporal
dynamics of carrier densities as well as counter-propagating
complex optical fields.

In this paper we consider a model of a two-section QD
ML laser consisting of a reverse biased saturable absorber
(SA) and a forward biased amplifying (gain) section, see
Fig. 1. We perform a comprehensive numerical study of the
operation regimes in this laser, identify the type of dynamical
states, and estimate different characteristics of ML pulses,
such as repetition rate, pulse width (PW) and shape, etc.
Special attention is payed to the ML regime with asymmetric
pulses [20], [21], and pulses having a broad trailing edge
plateau (TEP) [22]. We show that standard approaches for
the estimation of the PW of such kind of strongly asym-
metric pulses can either lead to controversial results or fail
at all.

According to the results of our simulations, the pulses with
a broad TEP can appear in different models of QD ML lasers
[22], [23], but they are not typical for models taking into
account only ground state occupation probability in QDs [24],
[25], or for related models of quantum-well ML lasers [14],
[15], [26]. Our theoretical analysis shows that the TEP in QD
ML lasers arises mainly due to non-instant carrier transitions
between the CR, excited state (ES), and ground state (GS) of
the QD. These multiple finite-time transitions slow-down the
carrier exchange between the electrically pumped CR and the
photon generating GS of QD, act as a filter, and lead to a
homogenization of the carrier and photon distributions along
the gain section.

Finally, we support our theoretical findings on the strongly
asymmetric pulses having a broad TEP with experimental
results performed using the QD ML lasers described in
Refs. [21], [24], [27], [28]. We demonstrate that broadening
of a pulse with growing injection current results mainly from
the growth of its trailing edge. We confirm experimentally that
very broad ML pulses whose width at their base exceeds one
half of the laser cavity round trip time can appear.

0018–9197/$26.00 © 2011 IEEE
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Fig. 1. Sketch of a quantum-dot mode-locked laser consisting of a saturable
absorber (SA) section and an amplifying (gain) section.

II. MATHEMATICAL MODEL

In this section we introduce a 1 + 1 dimensional
TW model governing spatio-temporal evolution of the two
counter-propagating optical fields E+(z, t), E−(z, t), material
polarization functions p+(z, t), p−(z, t), normalized carrier
density ncr (z, t) within the CR, and occupation probabilities
ngs(z, t) ∈ [0, 1] and nes(z, t) ∈ [0, 1] of the GS and ES of
quantum dots, respectively.

A. Field Equations

After fixing a reference wavelength λ0, the electric field in
the laser cavity can be represented as a superposition of two
slowly varying complex amplitudes, E+(z, t) and E−(z, t),
of forward and backward propagating waves. Here, t denotes
time and z ∈ [0, L] is the coordinate along the cavity axis.

The amplitudes E±(z, t) of the two waves counter-
propagating in the cavity satisfy the TW equations

∂

∂ t
E± = c0

ngr

(
∓ ∂

∂z
− iβ − D

2

)
E± + F±

sp, (1)

with the reflection boundary conditions at the two laser facets
located at z = 0 and z = L

E+(0, t) = r0 E−(0, t), E−(L, t) = rL E+(L, t). (2)

Here, c0 is the speed of light in vacuum, ngr is the group
refractive index, r0,L are complex factors describing reflec-
tivity of the laser facets, and F±

sp stands for the spontaneous
emission noise [29].

The material gain dispersion operator D describes the
frequency dependence of gain profile. We neglect the inhomo-
geneous spectral broadening effect due to quantum dot non-
uniformity and consider a single-Lorentzian gain spectrum
profile [19], which limits the material gain band width and
improves the numerical method used for integration of the
model equations. This leads to the following equations for the
gain dispersion and material polarization functions p+(z, t)
and p−(z, t):

DE± = ḡ
(
E± − p±)

,
∂

∂ t
p± = γ̄

(
E± − p±)+i ω̄p±, (3)

where the parameters ḡ, ω̄, and 2γ̄ define the height of
Lorentzian, its central frequency (relative to ω0 = 2πc0

λ0
), and

full width at half maximum, respectively.
We neglect gain compression and two-photon absorption,

and assume that the laser operates at the GS transition only.
In this case the propagation factor β(n, z) entering Eqs. (1)
depends on the ground state occupation probability ngs only:

β = β
(
ngs(z, t), z

) = δ − i
α

2
+ (i − αH )

2
g′(2ngs − 1). (4)
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Fig. 2. Schematic representation of carrier transitions in the gain section.
(a) Saturable absorber section. (b) Crossed arrows indicate the transitions
which are neglected in the model equations.

Here, δ, α, αH , and g′ are the static detuning from the
reference wavelength, the internal absorption, the linewidth
enhancement factor, and the effective differential gain (includ-
ing the transverse confinement factor 
), respectively.

B. Material Equations

To describe carrier exchange between the CR, GS, and ES
of the quantum dots in the gain section [see Fig. 2(a)] we use
the following set of rate equations [17]:

d

dt
ngs(z, t) = −ngs

τgs
+ 2Res,gs − Rst (ngs, E),

d

dt
nes(z, t) = −nes

τes
− Res,gs + Rcr,es ,

d

dt
ncr (z, t) = I (z)

eθI
− ncr

τcr
− 4Rcr,es . (5)

Here, Rst is a stimulated recombination term defined by

Rst (ngs, E) = 1

θE
�e

∑
ν=±

Eν∗(g′(2ngs −1)−D)
Eν, (6)

Res,gs and Rcr,es are the carrier recombination terms

Res,gs(nes , ngs) = nes(1 − ngs)

τes→gs
− ngs(1 − nes)

2τgs→es
,

Rcr,es (ncr , nes ) = ncr (1 − nes)

4τcr→es
− nes

τes→cr
, (7)

while τ−1
a and τ−1

a→b, a, b ∈ {gs, es, cr}, denote spontaneous
relaxation and transition rates between GS, ES, and CR,
respectively. Factors (1−ngs) and (1−nes) in Eq. (7) represent
the Pauli blocking, while factors 2 and 4 in Eqs. (5) and (7)
account for the spin degeneracy in the QD energy levels;
e is the electron charge and I (z) is the injection current.
IG = I (z)|z∈[lS A,L] and IS A = I (z)|z∈[0,lS A] = 0 denote
injections into the gain and the SA sections, respectively. θI

and θE = 2
c0h
(L−lS A)λ0

θI (h is the Planck constant) are scaling
factors relating the gain section injection current IG and the
field intensity |E |2 with the scaling of ncr , quantum dot
density, and the cross-section area of the active zone.

Following [18] we use a simplified carrier rate equation
model in the SA section:

d

dt
ngs(z, t) = −ngs

τgs
+ 2Res,gs − Rst (ngs, E),

d

dt
nes(z, t) = − nes

τes→cr
− Res,gs, z ∈ [0, lS A]. (8)
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TABLE I

central wavelength λ0 1.3 μm
group refractive index ngr 3.75
total length L 1 mm
SA length lS A 100 μm
static detuning δ 0 cm−1

internal absorption α 5 cm−1

Henry factor αH 2
transversal confinement factor 
 0.075
effective differential gain/absorption g′ 200 / 40 cm−1

Lorentzian height ḡ 20 cm−1

Lorentzian peak frequency ω̄ 0 ps−1

Lorentzian width 2γ̄ 1.8 ps−1

CR, ES & GS relaxation rates τ−1
cr,es,gs 0.001 ps−1

ES to GS transition time τes→gs 2 ps
GS to ES transition time τgs→es 5 ps
CR to ES transition rate (SA) τ−1

cr→es 0 ps−1

CR to ES transition rate (G) τ−1
cr→es 0.2 ps−1

ES to CR transition time (SA) τes→cr 18 eU/(2V ) ps
ES to CR transition time (G) τes→cr 80 ps
injection scaling factor θI 9.36 · 106

left facet reflectivity r0 −√
0.95

right facet reflectivity rL
√

0.3

Here it is assumed that under the reverse bias condition (z ∈
[0, lS A]) the carrier transitions from the CR to the QD ES
are neglected in the SA section [τ−1

cr→es = 0, see Fig. 2(b)].
Since in this case the recombination term Rcr,es = − nes

τes→cr
is

independent of ncr and the first two equations in (5) decouple
from the third one, this third equation can be ignored. By
combining a significantly smaller spontaneous relaxation rate
term nesτ

−1
es with the term nesτ

−1
es→cr , the first two equations

in (5) become formally equivalent to Eq. (8).
In our previous theoretical work [22] we have also used a

simplified two carrier rate equations model for gain section.
In the present paper we will demonstrate how an inclusion
of the carrier rate equation for the ES occupation probability
nes in the gain section allows to obtain theoretical results on
the pulse broadening in ML QD lasers, which are in better
agreement with the experimental data.

C. Parameters

We have performed a set of simulations of two-section
ML laser schematically represented in Fig. 1 using the TW
model (1)–(7) and parameters given in Table I. The values
and more detailed explanation of most of these parameters
can be found in Refs. [11], [13], [18] and references therein.
The Henry factors in the gain and absorber sections are taken
identical for simplicity.

One of the most important parameters of passively ML
semiconductor lasers, which can be easily tuned in experi-
ments, is the negative voltage U applied to the SA section.
Since, in principle, all the carrier transition rates in Eq. (5)
can depend on this parameter, up to now we did not include it
into the model equations (1)–(7) explicitly. Below, following
Ref. [18], we will assume that all the transition rates but τes→cr

are independent of U , while τes→cr shows an exponential
dependence on U as given in Table I.
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Fig. 3. Sampling diagrams. (a) Rectangular pulse reconstructions.
(b) Autocorrelation functions. (c) ML pulsations. Parameters U = −3V,
IG = 40 mA (below), IG = 80 mA (middle), and IG = 120 mA (above).
Bullets in (a) indicate local intensity maxima of the ML pulses.

III. PARAMETER STUDY OF ML PULSATIONS

To get a more systematic insight into the dynamics of
the ML laser equations introduced in Sec. II we have per-
formed one- (injection current) and two- (voltage/current)
parameter study of these equations. For identification and
characterization of different ML regimes and other dynamical
states automatic routines, based on estimation of the radio-
frequency spectra, sampling diagrams, and autocorrelation
(AC) functions of the emitted optical field [22], [26], [29], have
been used. We note, however, that these routines work well
only for regular fundamental ML regime with the mean pulse
repetition period Tmean ≈ 2Lngr/c0, but they can provide less
reliable or even wrong results in the case of broad and strongly
asymmetric ML pulses, Q-switched ML, or irregular quasi- or
non-periodic pulse train.

The PW estimated as the full-width of the pulse at its
half-maximum (FWHM) [26], [29] is indicated in Fig. 3(a).
The main disadvantage of this approach is that it ignores the
presence of long non-vanishing pulse tails and small satellite
pulses. The effective PW [see Fig. 3(b)] is defined as the width
of a rectangular pulse having the same peak power Pmax and
the same energy as the original pulse:

PWe f f = Tmean Pmean/Pmax , (9)

where Pmean is the mean power of the emitted field. This
definition is easy to understand at an intuitive level and
it accounts for the wings of the pulse. However, the PW
estimations performed using this method become inadequate
when the decay rate of the wings is too small, and especially
when the field power between two subsequent pulses in the
train does not drop to zero. Finally, the estimation of the PW
based on the evaluation of the FWHM of the (normalized) AC
function is illustrated by Fig. 3(c). The AC function is broader
then the original pulse by the deconvolution factor (e.g.,

√
2

for a Gaussian pulse profile). Unlike the original pulse profile
the AC function is always symmetric, see panels (a) and (c)
of Fig. 3.

It follows from Fig. 3 that the result of the PW estimation
depends strongly on the pulse shape and the method used.
While for weakly asymmetric pulses such as, for example,
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Fig. 4. Calculated one-parameter diagrams illustrating the dependence of
different characteristics of ML regime on the injection current IG . Absorber
voltage is fixed, U = −3 V. (a) Local minima and maxima of electric field
intensity |E+(L , t)|2. (b) Time and space-averaged occupation probabilities
ngs , nes , and carrier density ncr in the gain section. (c) Time and space-
averaged occupation probabilities ngs and nes in the SA section. (d) Peak
intensity of fundamental ML (bullets) and low-frequency oscillations (trian-
gles) in the radio-frequency spectra. (e) Width of ML pulses according to
FWHM of the sampling diagrams (solid), autocorrelation functions (dash-
dotted) and rectangular pulse reconstructions (dashed). Vertical dotted lines
indicate bifurcations separating qualitatively different operation regimes.

discussed in [20] all the three approaches mentioned above
give more or less similar results (see lower curves of Fig. 3),
for the ML pulses with a large TEP [two upper curves in
Fig. 3(a)] the PW calculated by different methods differ
significantly. In general case, none of these three methods
alone is able to provide a satisfactory information about the
width of strongly asymmetric ML pulses. We conclude, that
for a better characterization of such kind of pulses one should
use two or even more width factors, estimating separately a
narrow intensive part of the ML pulse and a broad TEP of the
same pulse.

A. One Parameter Study

Fig. 4 shows numerically calculated diagrams illustrating
a typical sequence of operation states which appear with the
increase of the injection current IG . Below the lasing threshold
(IG ≤ Ithr ≈ 9mA) the laser is off, as it is indicated by
zero field intensity in panel (a) of this figure. Above the
lasing threshold for Ithr<I G<35mA the laser operates in a
Q-switched ML regime [26], [30] characterized by the pulse
bunches emitted periodically with the Q-switching frequency
(1 ÷ 4 GHz). We note, that for different values of model
parameters (e.g., ratio of differential gain factors g′ in the gain
and SA sections) a bistability between the fundamental ML
regime and non-lasing state [24] can be observed above the
lasing threshold. At higher injection currents the fundamental
ML regime appears. Temporal and spatial distributions of the
electric field intensity of this regime are presented in Ref. [23]

for different injection currents. The emitted field intensity
time traces are shown in Fig. 3(a). Within the injection range
35 mA< IG < 132mA where the fundamental ML regime is
stable, the peak power of the emitted pulses remains nearly
independent of IG , see upper dots in Fig. 4(a). While for
small currents the pulse shape is only slightly asymmetric (the
lower curve in Fig. 3(b) for IG = 40mA), with the increase
of the injection current the asymmetry of ML pulses become
more and more pronounced leading to a formation of TEP (the
middle curve in Fig. 3(a) for IG = 80mA) and its broadening
with a consequent creation of a few weakly pronounced
additional local extrema [see upper curve in Fig. 3(a) for
IG = 120mA and the middle-intensity bullets in Fig. 4(a)].
According to our recent study of the TEP formation [22], [23],
these additional extrema indicate an interference of two groups
of the locked modes. Finally, for IG > 132mA the ML is lost
and a transition to continuous wave regime occurs.

It is seen from Fig. 4(b), that within the stability range
of the fundamental ML regime the mean (time and space-
averaged) carrier density ncr in the CR of the gain section
increases almost linearly with the injection current. The mean
occupation probability of the ground state ngs in the SA
section [Fig. 4(c)] shows a similar linear increase due to the
growing mean power of ML pulses. At the same time, the
population of the exited state nes in the SA section increases
with IG only slightly (panel c), while ngs , nes in the gain
section remain almost independent of the injection current
(panel b).

Panel (d) of Fig. 4 shows several characteristics of ML
regime which have been extracted from the radio-frequency
spectra. Triangles and bullets in Fig. 4(d) indicate the inten-
sities of the biggest spectral peak within small [0, 10] GHz
frequency range and the intensities of the peak corresponding
to the fundamental ML frequency ∼40GHz, respectively. The
ML frequency peak is clearly visible even at small injection
currents, just after switching the laser on. It degrades signif-
icantly only at sufficiently high injections corresponding to
the continuous wave operation of the laser. The low-frequency
peak, which dominates in the Q-switched ML regime, becomes
strongly suppressed with the increase of the injection current
when a transition to a stable fundamental ML regime takes
place.

Fig. 4(e) represents different estimates of the pulse width.
The PW estimated from the sampling diagrams (solid curve)
represents a nearly constant 1.6 ± 0.2ps width of the sharp
peak of the pulse, see also Fig. 3(a). For the injection currents
around IG ≈ 58mA and IG ≈ 115 mA the front part of the
TEP exceeds the half-height level of the main pulse. This leads
to a slight increase of the PW, see upper curve in Fig. 3(a). The
dash-dotted curve in Fig. 4(e) represents the PW estimation
from the FWHM of the AC function. It grows monotonously
with the injection current, achieves its maximum at IG ≈ 95
mA, and then starts to decrease. At such high injection currents
the TEP width exceeds the half of the pulse repetition period
Tmean , and, as a result of this, the wings of the corresponding
AC function do not decay to zero any more, see, e.g., upper
curve in Fig. 3(c). It reduces the effective height of the AC
function, and leads to the decay of the AC width which is
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Fig. 5. Two-parameter analysis of the ML laser model. (a) Pulse width
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curves in all diagrams are the isolines showing fixed values of a corresponding
function.

measured at its half height. Finally, the effective PW measured
according to the formula (9) increases monotonously with the
injection current, see dashed line in Fig. 4(e). However, this
formula strongly overestimates the width of the front-edge
pulse peak, and underestimates the width of the TEP (compare,
e.g., upper curves in panels (a) and (b) of Fig. 3). As one can
see from Fig. 4(e), different methods of the PW estimation can
give quite different results in the case of strongly asymmetric
pulses.

B. Two Parameter Study

Some results of two-parameter simulations are summarized
in Fig. 5, which illustrates the dependence of different char-
acteristics of ML regime on the injection current IG and
the absorber voltage U . The first two panels (a) and (b) of
this figure represent characteristics of the regular periodic
ML regime. They have been obtained by analyzing sampling
diagrams [see Fig. 3(a) and Refs. [26], [29]]. The parameter
regions corresponding to the white areas in these panels
correspond to non-ML regimes of operation. To the left from
the ML region we have the laser off state and a regime with
irregular pulse train of the Q-switching type. At the upper right
corner the laser operates in a continuous wave regime, while
the lower right corner corresponds to an irregular ML pulse
train with strongly varying peak amplitude and pulse shape.

A significant increase of the PW with the injection at small
and moderate negative voltages in panel (a) is due to the
broadening of the TEP whose peak power exceeds one half of
the main pulse peak power. It is also seen from this panel that

the PW decreases with the increase of the absolute value of
negative voltage applied to the SA section. Panel (b) represents
the number of the distinguishable local maxima within a single
pulse. According to this diagram, an increase of the injection
current leads to the formation of additional maxima at the
top of the TEP [22], [23]. The maximal intensity diagram in
panel (c) shows some growth (from ∼6mW to ∼24mW) of
Pmax with the increase of the voltage |U |. According to this
panel the main pulse peak power is only weakly dependent on
the injection current within the parameter domain of regular
ML regime.

Panel (d) represents a side-band-suppression ratio of non-
stationary lasing regimes. We define this ratio as the difference
between the fundamental ML peak amplitude and the maximal
low frequency peak amplitude in the power spectrum [see
also separation between bullets and triangles in Fig. 4(d)].
While the signal to noise ratio is ∼35÷55 dB for regular ML
pulsations, it changes to ∼20 dB for irregular and modulated
ML pulsations (lower right corner) and becomes negative for
Q-switching type pulsations.

Panels (e) and (f) of Fig. 5 show the time-averaged GS
occupation probability ngs in the SA section and the gain
section, respectively. It is seen from the panel (e) that within
the Q-switching domain corresponding to small injection cur-
rents the averaged occupation probability ngs of the GS in the
absorber section is rather small, and, therefore, the absorber
is weakly saturated. Low saturation requires a relatively high
amplification in the gain section. Therefore, the values of the
averaged GS occupation probability ngs in this section are
relatively high, see panel (f). Transition to a regular ML regime
leads to an increase of the absorption saturation in the SA
section and, hence, to an increase of the averaged value of ngs

in this section, see panel (e) of Fig. 5. Within the ML domain
the averaged absorber GS occupation probability ngs increases
with the decrease of the voltage |U | (i.e. with the increase of
the carrier escape time τes→cr ) and with the increase of the
injection current. This leads to a growth of ML pulse energy.
A corresponding small decrease of the averaged occupation
probability of the ground state in the gain section is visible in
panel (f).

At the upper right border of the ML region the existence
of a broad TEP behind the main pulse keeps the absorption
strongly saturated during almost the whole pulse round-trip
time. After crossing this border the ML is lost and a transition
to a continuous wave state with only slightly higher absorption
saturation occurs.

IV. IMPACT OF INTRA-DOT RELAXATION DYNAMICS

The fundamental ML regime is usually characterized by
a single short pulse circulating within the laser cavity. An
increase of the injection current leads to a growth of the photon
number. Depending on laser parameters, the optical field power
either remains concentrated within one or several short pulses,
or spreads over a significant part of the cavity axis. The first
situation is rather typical for ML lasers; it was discussed,
e.g., in [14]–[16], [22], [24]–[26]. In this case, the peak
power of the emitted fundamental ML pulse grows with the
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injection current and above a certain threshold can split into
two or more short pulses with smaller peak power. Harmonic
mode-locking [14], [15], [26] with two or more identical
and equidistant pulses circulating in the cavity is a particular
case of such field intensity localization in the longitudinal
direction.

Operation regimes with less localized or even homogeneous
distribution of the electric field intensity in the cavity are also
common in the considered lasers. For example, a continuous
wave lasing is usually observed at sufficiently large current
injections. A less typical example is a ML regime with a
large TEP [see upper curves in Fig. 3(a)] first reported for a
relatively small region at high bias currents in Ref. [22], where
a simplified carrier exchange model with only a single discrete
level of QDs in the gain section was used. It is noteworthy,
that while a fundamental ML pulse peak intensity growth and
a transition to two-pulse states were still observable in the
model equations studied in [22], such states have not been
found in the present study. For the model equations described
in Section II an increase of the pumping level leads to a smooth
transformation of a regular fundamental ML regime into a ML
regime with a large TEP, see Fig. 4(a).

The formation of a long TEP instead of a small secondary
pulse or harmonic ML pulses traveling in the laser cavity can
be understood by noticing the fact that the multiple carrier
rate equations (5) impose some filtering effect, which leads
to a homogenization of the carrier and photon distributions
along the gain section. To illustrate this effect related to the
rate equation for the occupation probability of the ES we have
performed a set of simulations with the carrier transition times
between the GS and ES in the gain section varied according
to the relations

τes→gs = sτ 0
es→gs, τgs→es = sτ 0

gs→es, (10)

where τ 0
es→gs and τ 0

gs→es are the transition times given in
Table I, and s is a tuning parameter.

The results of these simulations are summarized in Fig. 6,
where the extrema of the emitted field (a), the averaged values
of several carrier functions (b), and the effective PW (c) are
presented for different values of the parameter s. The PW
estimation have been performed using the procedure based on
Eq. (9).

Four different operating regimes can be distinguished in
Fig. 6. In the region A we have a ML regime with a TEP.
An increase (decrease) of the factor s from its original value
s = 1 results in growing (shrinking) of the TEP width, see PW
represented in panel (c). Region B corresponds to a ML regime
with a modulated peak power of both the main pulse and the
TEP. At the left boundary of this region the TEP separates
from the main peak forming a small secondary pulse. The
existence of such double-pulse ML state in a two times longer
QD ML laser was demonstrated experimentally in [25]. In the
region C we have a harmonic ML regime with two identical
pulses circulating in the cavity. This regime corresponding
to the pulse repetition frequency close to 80 GHz was a
typical feature of the laser equations with the simplified gain
section model studied in Ref. [22], [24]. When the parameter
s decreases, the transitions between the ES and GS become
faster, the filtering effect becomes weaker, and, therefore,
localization of the carrier and photon distributions becomes
stronger. In Fig. 6 this is illustrated by growth of ML peak
amplitude within the region B and decay of the pulse width
within the regions A, B and C. In the limit s → 0 the ES
occupation probability can be adiabatically eliminated from
Eq. (5) and our carrier equations become similar to those
considered in Refs. [22], [24].

The region D corresponds to s>1 and, hence, the transitions
between the GS and ES are slowed down in this region. For-
mally, this means that the filtering leading to TEP broadening
becomes stronger. On the other hand, the terms Res,gs > 0 in
Eqs. (5) serve as a source of positive (negative) pumping for
the GS (ES). With the decrease of this term, the averaged GS
occupation probabilities ngs in the gain and absorber sections
determining the threshold of the GS lasing remain nearly
constant (solid black and gray curves in panel b), whereas
the averaged ES occupation probability nes in the gain section
grows (dashed curve in panel b). For greater values of the
parameter s (outside the region D) the occupation probability
nes in the gain section exceeds ngs . This suggests that lasing
at the ES transition can appear. Such type of lasing can not
be described with the model equations (1)–(7).

V. EXPERIMENTS

Most of ∼40 GHz ML lasers described in the literature
show a growth of the PW with the bias current. Since the
PW is quite often measured by means of autocorrelation
techniques, the possible asymmetry of ML pulses can be easily
overseen. Our experimental studies revealed that the growth
of the PW is or, at least, can be due to increase of the pulse
asymmetry leading to a formation TEP behind the main ML
pulse.

Experimental studies have been performed with a ridge
waveguide (4μm ridge width) monolithic two section QD
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ML laser. The material incorporated is InGaAs forming
15 stacked layers of QDs. The device was integrated in a mod-
ule comprising a fiber pigtail, a microwave port, dc contacts,
and a thermoelectric cooler. Basic properties like PIV-curves,
repetition frequency, pulse width/pulse shape dependencies on
operating parameters, temperature dependencies as well as the
characteristics of hybrid ML are already published in [21],
[24], [27], [28].

The results of the experiments are presented in Fig. 7 for
several values of injection currents IG . The autocorrelations
(panel a) have been measured using a second-harmonic gen-
eration setup [31] incorporating a Li NbO3 crystal. Normal-
ization of the autocorrelation functions was performed after
removal of a measurement equipment induced background
noise. Actually, similar corrections were used when perform-
ing frequency resolved optical gating (FROG) measurements
(panel b) as well as when representing the radio-frequency
spectra (panel c). Note that ∼25 ps time intervals used
for representation of the AC and FROG measurements in
panels (a) and (b) correspond to the pulse round trip time in
the cavity.

The AC functions of the ML pulses (panel a) clearly show a
typical increase of the PW with increasing injection currents.
Note that for IG ≥ 80mA the AC function has non-vanishing
wings, what is typical for pulses remaining distinguishable
from zero for more then the half period of the pulsations
[compare with the upper curve in Fig. 3(c)]. For the CW state
the AC function would be almost flat.

Fig. 7(b) shows the corresponding pulses reconstructed by
means of the FROG technique [21], [32]. Similarly to our
theoretical Fig. 3(a), the front edge of the pulse remains nearly
independent on IG , while its broadening is due to the growing
trailing edge of the pulse. Looking at the results for 40 and
60 mA one can recognize the formation of the TEP. For
even higher injection, however, the pulse reconstructions have
failed, since the FROG algorithm requires zero intensities at
the edges of the corresponding AC functions.

Fig. 7(c) shows the radio-frequency (rf) spectra correspond-
ing to the states discussed in panels (a) and (b). We note, that
all rf spectra are, in general, the same: they posses a large
peak at the fundamental ML frequency and have suppressed
low frequency peaks.

The similarity of the rf spectra and the absence of any
visible bifurcations while increasing IG lead to the conclusion
that even for high IG = 100m A the laser operates at a ML
pulsating state. A drastic broadening of the pulse (its TEP)
does not allow here to recover a pulse shape by means of the
AC or the FROG technique.

VI. CONCLUSION

We have performed a numerical study using a TW model
of a ML QD laser consisting of a reversely biased saturable
absorber and a forward biased gain section. This model is
based on equations governing the spatio-temporal evolution of
the amplitudes of two counter-propagating waves in the cavity
coupled to the rate equations describing carrier exchange
processes between a carrier reservoir and discrete levels in
quantum-dots.

Different dynamical regimes of laser operation are analyzed.
We have demonstrated theoretically that an increase of the
injection current can lead to formation of ML pulses possess-
ing a large TEP. On the other hand, such kind of undesired in
practical applications pulses can be avoided by operating the
laser at smaller injection currents.

We explain the formation and broadening of the TEP by
the filtering effect associated with non-instantaneous carrier
transitions between the CR, ES and GS of the QDs. The
presence of these transitions exert a smoothening effect on all
spatial/temporal carrier and field intensity distributions. We
have shown that an increase of the intradot transition rates
leads to a reduction of the filtering effect and, hence, to a
growth of the pulse peak intensity and narrowing of the pulse
and its TEP.

Since time domain measurements of fast optical pulses
are complicated or even impossible, ML pulses with the
TEP can be easily overseen or misinterpreted in experiments.
Furthermore, we demonstrate how a drastic broadening of the
TEP can lead to the failure of the standard techniques used
for estimation of the pulse width. Finally, we have provided
experimental evidence of the existence of such kind of regimes
in QD ML lasers.
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